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Multi-site, multi-user, multi-group two way radio

Based on an existing protocol SHOWstream is a unique service of two-way radio designed to
eliminate all the frustrations associated with conventional communications.
Tailored to suit the demanding requirements of today’s live events, the heart of a SHOWstream system is a
controller managing a database of radio users. The system has a number of radio bases, plus radios (each
with a group number and an individual three digit number), enabling the controller to pinpoint the whereabouts
of each radio on the site. It can also identify each radio’s condition – whether in call mode, unavailable or idle.

Specifications
Applications:

Organiser benefits:

•

Exhibitions

•

•

Trade fairs

No call costs between SHOWstream radios – know your budget in
advance

•

Meetings

•

•

Conventions

Privacy – clients and vendors sharing a radio system without being
able to eavesdrop on each other

•

Conferences

•

Security – the ability to be able to bar certain types of calls from
certain users

•

Technical training seminars

•

•

Public meetings

•

Televised events

Reliability – the radio system is a private network, with no problems
of channel congestion and competing for access on a public
network at peak times

•

Sporting events

•

Temporary structure/site builds

User benefits:

Features:
•

As well as the simplicity aspect of the system, the user has access
to a great number of enhancements that just aren’t available with
conventional radio systems, such as:

•

Flexibility – individual handsets can be members of more than one
user group (channel), which allows the user type (e.g. dept heads;
specific trades) to be laid out logically

•

Comfort – ‘radio fatigue’ is eliminated as calls are targeted, allowing
individuals to receive calls only meant for them and filtering out
irrelevant ones

•

Speed – the dynamic allocation of resources allows users to place a
call without having to wait for others to clear down. Instant feedback
with a display on the radio showing who is calling, whilst when
placing a call it tells you if the called party is busy or unobtainable

•

One-to-one calls with complete privacy

•

One-to-many calls

•

Many-to-many calls

•

Make and receive calls to and from the telephone
network, hotel switchboards and GSM

•

Send and receive predefined text messages

•

Virtually unlimited user groups

•

No user intervention required, channel changing

•

Call divert – divert your calls when you you
cannot be disturbed

•

Information – the handset display shows battery strength and radio
coverage

•

Accessories – quality covert accessories, as well
as a range of carrying options

•

Continuity – if a handset is lost or broken a new one on the same
number can be instantly issued
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